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Abstract
The use of wireless sensor networks has been proposed
for a large spectrum of location-dependent applications.
Because of the current restrictions on processing power,
power supplies and sensor hardware, most of the current
systems struggle between accuracy and complexity. Seeking to provide the current location of nodes with a minimum additional cost to each sensor nodes, several location
tracking systems have proposed different techniques based
on received radio signal strength. In this paper we present
a quantitative evaluation of several location tracking systems techniques based on radio signal strength indication
through trace-driven simulations. Our work shows that previous assumptions on the limitations of these techniques do
not consider the transmission of messages with several signal strengths which improves considerably the accuracy of
these systems.

1

Introduction

Based on the collaborative effort of a large number of
sensing nodes, wireless sensor networks have emerged as a
new information gathering system that distinguishes itself
from other traditional wireless and wired networks through
the paradigm that it applies. For these sensor networks, location tracking systems provide information that improves
the performance of several applications. With location information, routing protocols improve considerably their energy performance by eliminating routing discovery mechanisms [8][9][12]. Sensing coverage, as proposed in [19],
makes use of location information to balance the number of
nodes required to monitor a certain area with the degree of
coverage.
The use of of sensor reading to determinte the location
information can generate uncertain and inaccurate results.
One of the solutions to this problem is to use redundant
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and/or complementary technologies for location sensing as
applied on Cricket [14], where infra-red (IR) is combined
with ultrasound to improve the performance of the location
tracking system. However, it seems that even simple solutions, such as algorithms based on Signal Strength Attenuation (SSA) [1][5][11], can yield reasonably accurate information that is precise enough for most indoors applications.
Different techniques based on SSA seek to increase the
accuracy of the real-world to signal strength measurements
mapping, nevertheless it is not possible to compare their
performance because the tests are performed on different
data sets. Therefore, to properly compare these solutions
we: (1) obtained a single data set that could be used with
all the location techniques being compared, (2) performed
a trace-driven simulation to compare the techniques of each
solution.
Our goal was to quantify the impact of those solutions on
the overall performance and accuracy of the location tracking system. Our tests and evaluations will concentrate on
results towards indoors environment. We intend to provide
a positioning technique based on SSA more accurate than
the current location systems (i.e. locate objects with less
than one meter granularity), without increasing their complexity.

2

Related Work

Many examples of implementations of location systems
can be found in the literature [7] [17] [14] [18][6]. In [4]
a survey on location tracking systems discusses and classifies the different solutions. Here, we provide only a brief
survey focusing on location system techniques for indoor
environments.
The solution proposed in Active Badges [17] are based
on infrared (IR) proximity detection. The granularity of
this system is very coarse (usually only room-level). Systems based on ultrasound, such as Active Bats [18] and
Cricket [14], usually offer much better granularity and pre-

cision. Unfortunately, ultrasound-based systems also require a clear path between sender and receiver, thus making
the setup of sensors a complicated task.
Systems based on radio frequency (RF) signals for widearea deployment, such as GPS [6] or GSM location services
[16] rely on triangulation, either by using time-of-arrival
[6] or angle-of-arrival [13]. Usually, those systems perform
very poorly or not at all in indoor scenarios.
Systems based on RF signal strength attenuation (SSA)
such as RADAR [1], SpotON [5] and MoteTrack [11] also
use some kind of triangulation. These systems offer moderate granularity, but perform quite well in indoor environments. Until RADAR, the most common approach was to
generate a mathematical model from the reference points.
Previous articles [1][5] indicate that pure mathematical approaches are not very accurate. RADAR introduced the
idea of signal strength ”mapping”, where each reference location1 maps to a value of radio signal strength indication
(RSSI). Finally, MoteTrack introduced the concept of radio signatures: they observed that each point has a very different behaviour depending on the signal strength used by
the sender. Their algorithm uses this new information, the
sender power indication (SPI), to increase the accuracy of
their solution.
Previous quantitative studies of localization algorithms
in wireless sensor networks have given insights on the
limitations of localization algorithms in sensor networks
[2][10]. The former has analyzed distributed localization
algorithms based on simulated values, while in our analysis we evaluated centralized algorithms with data collected
from real-world with further trace-driven simulations. The
later presented an analysis that does not consider the technique applied by Motetrack where the usage of multiple
sender signal strength improves considerably the accuracy
and granularity of the location tracking system. It also
present the limitations of RSSA without considering the improvements of accuracy that additional reference points can
provide. Our work shows that the limitations of the RSSA
techniques discussed there are drastically reduced when applying the MoteTrack technique and more accurate reference points are provided.

3

Data Collection

Since our objective is to gather data to evaluate and
compare currently available positioning and tracking algorithms, we tried to have as little external influence of other
sources of RF noise as possible. The chosen environment
was a clean office room, without any electronic device that
was not directly involved with the process of data gathering.
1 The location of reference points can be defined with real-world coordinates or with some arbitrary referential

The hardware system consisted of a mobile unit (the sensor node) and a fixed unit (called ”bridge”). The fixed unit
is a device that receives the wireless signals and propagates
it into the traditional wired Ethernet network.
The measurements were stored as tuples of the form
sensorID, locationX, locationY, SPI, RSSI. To simplify the
data, we maintained the same orientation of both sender and
receivers. Since previous works indicate that signal strength
attenuation is either symmetrical or very little asymmetrical
[5], we only evaluate the nodes as senders and the bridges
as receivers.
The data was gathered using a grid of 12x12 points, with
a 30 cm distance between points as depicted in Figure 1.
The goal was to analyze if it is possible to identify inside a
office where the document is located. The 30 cm distance
was chosen to reflect the size of a A4 paper document. With
this granularity the system could indicate if the document is
on a desk, on shelves etc.

Figure 1. Experiment setup. The Xs represent the positions where the data was collected and the squares are the
bridges on each location.

A different set of data was gathered for five SPI values
with a node placed in each point with a bridge collecting
the RSSI at two different locations, for a total of 288 tuples.
Each point was measured 20 times over a short period of
time (around 20 seconds). As much as possible, the data
was measured under the same conditions of temperature,
weather and time of day. The 20 measurements per point
were preserved for simulation purposes.
Although it can be argued that the results obtained in
such environment would not necessarily be valid in ”realworld” situations (where RF noise is a major consideration and environmental conditions do change constantly),
we feel that if the current solutions perform poorly in a controlled environment, then they will certainly not work properly in less controlled environments.
By just evaluating the raw data measured from the
12×12 grid, we observed some interesting aspects of SSA
in small areas.
First of all, the relation between RSSI values × location
cannot be translated into a simple mathematical model (see

Figure 2. The sensor/receiver is located at row 1, column 6 and for each location we measured the RSSI of the
clip/sender

Figure 2). Therefore, fitting this data into a model would
require either a very complex model or a very inaccurate
approximation. This confirms our suspicion that pure mathematical model-based algorithms are inadequate for smaller
than room-level granularity.
Second, based on the comparison of the RSSI values
measured on each position for each SPI, it is possible to say
that they were stable having minimum deviations from the
average calculated for each SPI. The only exceptions were
observed when using the maximum SPI value, where the
RSSI values deviated in some situations considerably form
the calculated average. We suppose that this is a consequence of stronger multipath effects, since the range of the
nodes for that SPI value is much larger than the monitored
area.

4

Trace-Driven Simulation

4.1

Techniques and Algorithms

The analysis of the collected data indicated that pure
mathematical model-based algorithms either yield poor performance due to inaccurate approximation or require a very
complex model. Therefore they were not included in our set
of tests. We focused only on empirical approaches.
Algorithms based on the empirical approach perform a
mapping between two domains:
• Offline phase: Location domain2 (R3 ) ⇒Signal domain (Rn ), where n =number of sensors×number of
SPI values
• Online phase: Signal domain (Rn ), where n = number of sensors×number of SPI values ⇒ Location domain (R3 )
2 The location domain is always three-dimensional, since 2D location
systems are in fact 3D location systems with one fixed coordinate.

The usage of different SPI values, as proposed by MoteTrack, creates new dimensions on the signal domain that
could lead to a more accurate mapping.
The distance is computed using Euclidean or Manhattan methods. This approach is justified by the nature of the
data: Despite the fact that SSA is influenced by factors such
as multipath attenuation, weather and temperature, the values measured tend to follow a normal distribution [20] for
a given location. RADAR evaluated the influence of using these approaches in a location tracking system. In their
study they concluded that both are suitable for calculating
the distance and that although these algorithms provide different values the selection of one or the other does not influence the accuracy of the results. In our simulation we
applied the Euclidean method for calculating the distance
between input data and reference points.
The distance is computed using Euclidean or Manhattan methods. This approach is justified by the nature of the
data: The values measured tend to follow a normal distribution [20] for a given location. In our simulation we applied
the Euclidean method for calculating the distance between
input data and reference points.
To complement the basic algorithm (mapping the measured data to reference points), other techniques can be applied to reduce the noise and uncertainty on both input and
output values. We compared the following techniques:
• Input filtering: using the average of several samples.
This technique is very useful as a protection against
fast or short fluctuations;
• Output filtering (1): using the average of the coordinates of the k-best matches
• Output filtering (2): using the average of the matches
that have an error below an error threshold. The error
is calculated based on the difference between the RSSI
value of the reading and the RSSI value from the reference point. This technique can return no results when
no matches are bellow the error threshold;
• Search space augmentation: using the information
from different SPI values.

4.2

Simulation procedure

We performed a trace-driven simulation of the responses
of a system based on the mapping technique. We developed
a simulator that was given a set of reference points (taken
from the offline phase) and ran a number of repetitions with
different input values. Each repetition consisted of:
1. Choose a random input location;
2. Randomly choose RSSI values for that location from
the complete set of reference points;
3. If configured to do so, filter the input RSSI values;
4. Give those values to the simulator;
5. Map the RSSI values to a location;

6. If configured to do so, filter the output location;
7. Compare the output location with the input location by
calculating the distance between them.
The simulator had access only to the reference points,
which are the average of 20 RSS measurement points in
each location.
This sequence was repeated 100.000 times for each combination of techniques. The input RSSI values were chosen
randomly from the original 20 measurements for a location
picked randomly on the grid.
The results of each simulation indicate the probability of
the algorithm to give a correct response with a maximum
distance error (accumulated error).

4.3

Results Using Full Sets of Reference Points

The following results were obtained using the complete
set of reference points, where each input location had an
equivalent in the reference points used by the simulator.
Figure 3(a) presents the performance of mapping algorithm with input filtering. By filtering only one value we
get the equivalent result of using only the basic mapping
algorithm without filters. The graph also indicates that the
influence of input filters with more measured values is usually beneficial. For instance, applying an input filter constantly increases the accuracy of the results. Output filters
however, are not so obviously beneficial. For k-best average, we can observe that the gains are close to inexistent
(see Figure 3(b)). In fact, for close range results (below one
meter) the output averaging is worse than the basic mapping
algorithm.
Determining the best error threshold is a delicate task,
and there is no guarantee that the same threshold value is
adequate for a system which can (and probably will) change
over time. Averaging the points below an error threshold
also has problems: for certain error thresholds the system
cannot return any result since none will match the threshold.
For our particular data set (see Figure 3(c)), we found that
a threshold of 0.010 seems to offer the best compromise
(80% of output locations are within 1.40 meters of the input
location), even if it means getting no result for 7% of the
inputs.
Our tests with different SPI values revealed two conclusive results. First, it seems that there is no particularly best
fitted SPI value to be used. Excluding the minimum (bad
coverage issues) and maximum (strong multipath interference) values, all the intermediary settings yielded similar
results, if used alone. However, using at least two different
SPI values makes a very significant difference: the 80th percentile is reduced from 1.20 meters to less than 30 cm (see
Figure 4(a)). Using more than three different SPI values
does not seem to improve significantly the results.

4.4

Results Using Truncated Sets

We repeated the same tests with truncated sets of reference points: while maintaining the full set of measured
points for the random selection of input values, the mapping
algorithm would have access to only 75 or 25 percent of the
full set of reference points. These tests should evaluate the
tolerance of these techniques to inaccurate mappings. It also
gives an insight of how the systems will react in real world
applications where values acquired during the online phase
will frequently not be the same as the ones measured during
the offline phase.
As expected, the overall system accuracy decreases as
the number of reference points decreases. Input filtering
benefits are still visible, but are not so significant (see Figure
5(a) and Figure 6(a)).
Figure 6(b) indicates that output filtering based on k-best
averaging is quite resilient to inaccurate mappings: using
only 25% of the full set the 80th percentile moves from one
meter to 1.5 meters. Nevertheless the performance for close
range location remains very poor.
Output filtering based on error threshold, however, is not
tolerant to inaccurate mapping (see Figure 5(c) and Figure
6(c)). The error threshold defined previously drops the 80th
percentile from 1.20 meters to 3 meters at 75% of the reference points, and is unable to return a result in more than
half of the times at 25% of the reference points.
The technique of using different SPI values seems to degrade gracefully with the loss of reference points as demonstrated on the graphs of Figure 4. In fact, with only 25% of
the original reference points this method is able to retrieve
the correct location for almost 40% of the input values. The
80th percentile is at 1.80 meters. Again, using more than
three different SPI values does not seem to improve significantly the results.

5

Conclusion

Our evaluations showed that filtering the input data by
averaging the values over a number of input samples is
highly recommended, since it improves the accuracy of positioning in every instance. Applying an output filter is a
delicate decision. On one hand, the algorithm usually has
better close-range accuracy if the output is not averaged.
On the other hand, averaging gives a better overall performance, since it usually brings the 80th percentile closer to
the real location.
It is clear that, if a location system is designed to locate
objects or people on a predefined set of reference points, the
usage of different SPI values is the best solution. Indeed, in
our experiments, we were able to have less than one meter
(or table-level) granularity by using different SPI values in
the location system.

Figure 3. Results of the trace-driven simulation using the complete set of reference points to calculate the averages. Each chart
indicates the probability of the maximum distance between input and output locations (accumulated error).

Figure 4. Influence of different SPI values. Each chart indicates the probability of the maximum distance between input and
output locations (accumulated error).Each series indicate the probability of the accumulated error for a given combination of SPI
values.

Previous work [2] have indicated that the limit of RSSA
techniques is a median localization error of 10ft and 97th
percentile of 30ft. However this work did not consider
the usage of different SPI values. The results of our tests
with truncated sets indicate that the accuracy of RSSA techniques based on reference points are directly related to
the amount of reference points acquired during the offline
phase. This could justify the difference in accuracy encountered in our analysis and theirs.
As future work we envision a system where additional
techniques will help reduce the search in the reference
points database. For instance, when applying this system in
an entire building, ultrasound (as used on [3][14][15]) could
indicate in which room or floor the document is located and
from there on a more fine granularity can be achieved by
applying the reference points mapping technique.
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